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HYBRID SPACES WITH INTERESTING COHOMOLOGY

KATHRYN LESH

Abstract. Let p be an odd prime, and let R be a polynomial algebra over the

Steenrod algebra with generators in dimensions prime to p . To such an algebra

is associated a /?-adic pseudoreflection group W , and we assume that W is

of order prime to p and irreducible. Adjoin to Ä a one-dimensional element

z , and give R[z] an action of the Steenrod algebra by ßz = 0 and ßx =

(\x\/2)zx for an even dimensional element x . We show that the subalgebra of

elements of R[z] consisting of elements of degree greater than one is realized

uniquely, up to homotopy, as the cohomology of a p-complete space. This

space can be thought of as a cross between spaces studied by Aguade, Broto,

and Notbohm, and the Clark-Ewing examples, further studied by Dwyer, Miller,

and Wilkerson.

1. Introduction

In this paper we add to the collection of algebras over the Steenrod algebra

which are known to be uniquely realized as the mod p cohomology of in-

complete spaces. We construct hybrids of spaces constructed by Aguade, Broto,

and Notbohm [ABN] and of spaces constructed by Clark and Ewing [C-E],

further studied by Dwyer, Miller, and Wilkerson [DMW], To describe our

results, we let p be an odd prime, and let R be a polynomial algebra over the

Steenrod algebra with generators in dimensions prime to p. It was shown in

[DMW, Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3] that such algebras R are in one-to-one

correspondence with /7-adic pseudoreflection groups W ç GLn(Zp) of order

prime to p, and that such an R is realized uniquely (up to homotopy) as the

cohomology of a p-complete space by the Borel construction EW x w K(Zjj , 2)

for its associated pseudoreflection group.

Now consider the algebra over the Steenrod algebra obtained by taking a

polynomial algebra R as above and adjoining an element z in dimension one.

Impose an action of the Steenrod algebra on R[z] by setting ßz = 0 and

ßx = (|x|/2)zx for an even dimensional element x, and extending by the

Cartan formula. Let Aw denote the subalgebra of R[z] consisting of elements

of degree greater than one.

Theorem 1.1. Let p be an odd prime, and let W be an irreducible finite pseu-

doreflection subgroup of GL„(Zp) of order prime to p. There is, up to homotopy,

a unique p-complete space Xw with H*(Xw ; Z/p) = Aiy . That is, if Y is a
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p-complete space and H*(Y ; Z/p) = Aw , then there is a homotopy equivalence

Xw —y Y.

We note that if Aw has one polynomial generator in dimension 2r prime

to p , we obtain the "interesting cohomology" algebra Ar = Fp [x2r] ® E(ßx2r)

of [ABN], and hence this work is a generalization of the corresponding theorem

of [ABN].
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we construct the

spaces Xw with H*XW = Aw ■ In the rest of the paper, we consider a p-

complete space Y with H*Y = Aw and construct a homotopy equivalence

Xw —y Y. Let V be an elementary abelian />group whose rank is equal to the

number of polynomial generators in Aw . Our strategy, like that of [ABN], is to

study a component of the mapping space map(BV, Y). In Section 3, we com-

pute Lannes's T-functoron Aw as a first step to understanding map(BV, Y),

and in Section 4 we show that T gives the actual cohomology of the mapping

space for a component we are interested in. Section 5 considers the homotopy

theoretic properties of the mapping space and uses the basepoint evaluation

map(BV, Y) —> Y to construct a homotopy equivalence Xw —> Y. We note

that the irreducibility of W is required only in the proof of Proposition 5.1.

The following conventions and notation will be in effect throughout the paper.

The prime p is odd, and cohomology is taken with mod p coefficients unless

otherwise specified. We write 3ff for the category of unstable algebras over the

Steenrod algebra. If X is a space with an action of the group G, we write

Borel((7, X) for the Borel construction EG xG X. Following the notation of

[DMW], we write ÊT for the space K(Zp , 2), where n will always be clear

from context. For one last piece of notation, recall that for odd primes p,

GLX(ZP) = Z/(p - I) x Zp . We write n for the discrete group Zp ç GLX(ZP)
under the fixed choice of splitting x —> (1 + p)x .

2. Borel Constructions

We begin our construction by considering Borel constructions analogous to

those of [ABN, Section 5]. Let n ç Aut(Zp) act diagonally on each component

of Zp , i.e. let n be embedded in GL„(ZP) as multiples of the identity matrix.

There is a corresponding action of n on ÊT — K(Zp , 2), and we begin with

the Borel construction for this action.

Proposition 2.1. H*Borel(n, ÊT) = E(z) ® Fp[xx , ..., xn] where \z\ = 1,

|x,-| = 2, and ßxj = zx¡.

Proof. We apply the Serre spectral sequence to the fibration

ÊT^Borel(n,ÊT)^Bn.

The action of the fundamental group of the base on the mod p cohomology of

the fiber is trivial, since 1 G n acts on each coordinate of Z^ by multiplication

by 1 +p. The jf^-term of the spectral sequence is E(z) ® ¥p [xx, ..., xn] where

\z\ = 1, |x,| = 2. For dimensional reasons there are no differentials, so E2 -

Eoo . No multiplicative extensions are possible, and it remains only to compute

ßXi.
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To do this, we reduce to the one-dimensional case. Consider the fibration

K(ZP , 2) -» Borel(7r, K(ZP, 2)) -> Bn

which, by the same reasoning as above, has Serre spectral sequence E2 = E^ =

E(z') ® Fp [x]. To compute the action of the Bockstein, we compute low dimen-

sional Zp cohomology groups of Borel(7r, K(ZP , 2)), using the Serre spectral

sequence with twisted coefficients. For this spectral sequence, the E2-term is

Ep2'« = HP(n;H«K(Zp,2)),

which is zero if p > 1 . The only possible contribution to the cohomology in

dimension 2 comes from H°(n ; H2K(ZP , 2)), which is zero. Contributing to

cohomology in dimension 3 we have only Hx(n ; H2K(ZP, 2)) = Z/p . Hence

in the mod p cohomology of Borel(7t, K(ZP, 2)) we must have ßx = z'x.

But now the proposition follows easily by considering a map of fibrations

BT        -y        Borel(n,BT)        ->    Bn

i                                        i i~
K(ZP,2)    -►    Borel(n,K(Zp,2))    -y    Bn

which maps z' to z and x to x,.    D

For the next stage of our construction, we will study Borel constructions for

actions of subgroups of GL„(ZP) on K(Z¡¡ , 2) = BT. The subgroups we will

be interested in are of the form W xn, where W is a finite pseudoreflection

subgroup of GLn(Zp) of order prime to p, and n , as before, is embedded in

GL„(Zp) as scalar matrices.

Proposition 2.2. If W ç GL„(ZP) and (\W\,p)= I, then

H*Borel(W x n , ÊT) S E(z) ® Fp [xx, ..., xn]w.

Proof. Since Borel^ x n, ÊT) ~ Borel(W,Borel(n, ÊT)) and because

(\W\, p) = 1, we know that H*Borel(W x n, ÊT) is isomorphic to the in-

variants of the W action on H*Borel(n, ÊT). Now the actions of W and n

on BT commute, so the inclusion of the fiber

ÈT ^ Borel(n, ÈT),

is W-equivariant. It is also an isomorphism on even dimensional cohomology,

so the action of W on the even dimensional cohomology of Borel(7r, BT) is

the same as that on H*BT. Again because the actions of W and Zp on BT

commute, we see that W fixes the one-skeleton of Borel(7t, BT), and hence

fixes the one-dimensional cohomology class z.   d

We are now ready to construct the spaces for which we claim homotopical

uniqueness. Notice that the algebra over the Steenrod algebra formed by the

elements of H* Borel (W x n, ÊT) of degree greater than or equal to two is

isomorphic to Aw—this is because a polynomial algebra over the Steenrod

algebra which has generators in dimensions prime to p is isomorphic to the

invariants of the action of its associated pseudoreflection group W ç GLn(Zp)

on H*BT. Further, Proposition 2.1 shows that the action of the Bockstein on
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H*Borel(W x n, ÊT) is the same as the action on Aw • We can realize the

algebra Aw as the cohomology of a space as follows. Since

nxBorel(W x n, ÊT) ^ Wxn,

we can take a homotopy element

f:Sx ^Borel^xTT, ÊT)

representing 1 e n , and note it is an isomorphism on Hx . Letting Cw denote

the cofiber of /, we have H*Cw — Aw- Let Xw be the p-completion of Cw •

Proposition 2.3. Xw is a simply connected, p-complete space with H*Xw —

Aw ■ The homotopy groups of Xw are finite p-groups.

Proof. Since Hx(Cw', Fp ) is zero, Cw is p-good (has the same mod p ho-

mology as its p-completion) and has simply connected p-completion by [B-K,

VII, 3.1, 3.2]. The finiteness of the homotopy, which will be needed for the
proofs of Section 4, follows exactly as in [ABN, Thm 5.5] from knowing the

cohomology of Xw ■ We summarize the argument, which relies on the fact that

Xw is simply connected and p-complete by [B-K, I, Proposition 5.2] . First,

by [ABN, Proposition 5.7], the fact that H*(Xw ', Fp ) is of finite type implies
that H*(Xw\ Zp) is a finitely generated Zp-module. Next, standard proper-

ties of the Bockstein spectral sequence show that the Ex term of the Bockstein

spectral sequence for Xw is zero. Because H*(Xw ', Zp) is known to be finitely

generated in each dimension, this tells us that in fact H*(Xw ', Zp) consists of

finite p-groups. Then a Serre class argument shows that n*Xw also consists of

finite p-groups.   D

3. Computations with T

Let 7 be a p-complete space with H*Y = Aw and let V be an elementary

abelian p-group with rank equal to the number of polynomial generators of

Aw- In this section and the next we compute the cohomology of a component

of the mapping space map(BV, Y) by using Lannes's Tv functor. This section

computes a component of TvAw-

First we establish some notation. Choose an identification of H*ÊT with a

polynomial subalgebra of H*BV and write / : H*Borel(n, BT) -y H*BV for
the map that is this identification on even dimensions and is zero on odd ones.

We write / also for the restriction to Aw ç H*Borel(n, BT), and note that

if we let W acton H*BV by first reducing W to GL(F),then / restricted

to Aw is inclusion of If-invariants on even dimensions (and zero on odd

ones). If H*Y = Aw then H*Y is of finite type, and there is an isomorphism

[BV, Y] =■ Hom,^(H*Y, H*BV) = HornX(AW, H*BV) [Lannes, Theorem
0.4]. By abuse of notation, we write n\ap(BV, Y)f for the component of the

mapping space which corresponds to / : Aw —» H*BV .

We begin the calculation of H*map(BV, Y)f in this section with the compu-

tation of Lannes's T-functor. Recall that given an elementary abelian p-group

V, the functor Tv : Jf — Jf is left adjoint to the functor H*BV ®- . The
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evaluation function

BV xmap(BV, Y) -» Y

induces a map on cohomology

H*Y -» H*BV®H*map(BV, Y),

the adjoint to which is a map

k: TvH*Y -» H*map(BV , Y).

Under favorable circumstances, k is an isomorphism, and so the computation

of TVH*Y is a natural first step in the study of map(BV, Y). Further, because

TvK is a functor of V as well as of K, there is an action of GL(V) on

TVK. For an appropriate model of BV, there is likewise a GL(V) action on

map(BV, Y), and it is not hard to show that k : TvH*Y -» //*map(ÄK, 7)
is GL(F)-equivariant. In our calculation of TvAw we will also compute part

of the GL(V) action, which is required for later application in Section 5.

Since we are only interested in one component of the mapping space, namely

map(BV, Y)f, we restrict our attention to the correponding component of

TVH*Y. Given the map / : H*Y -* H*BV, the adjoint map TVH*Y —
Fp gives an action of (TVH*Y)° on Fp . We define the component of T

corresponding to / by

v u*v ~ rV w*v o, . vTj- H*Y = T H*Y ®(j-vjj.Y)o Fp ,
1 J        11       II f      '

and k induces a map

TYH*Y -» H*map(BV, Y)f.

Now TvH*Y and map(BV, Y) both come equipped with an action of W ç

GLn(Zp) by first reducing W to W ç GL(V). In the case that H*Y ^ Aw and
/ is inclusion of invariants on even dimensions, the W action on H*BV fixes

/, and hence the action of W on TvAw restricts to an action on TjAw-

Our goal in this section is to compute TjAw as a IF-module. We do this in

two stages, first computing TvH*Borel(n, ÊT) by a geometric argument, and

then retrieving TjAw from it by algebraic arguments relying on the fact that

Aw Q H*Borel(n , BT) and Tv is exact.

To compute Tv H* Borel (n, ÊT), we will actually run Lannes's machinery

backwards. We first compute the cohomology of the space

map(BV, Borel(7T, BT)),

and then we check that the hypotheses of the following lemma, specialized from

one of Lannes, are satisfied:

Lemma 3.1. [Lannes, Proposition 3.4.4] Let Z be a fibrant p-complete space

whose mod p  cohomology is of finite type, and let S be a closed subset of

Homj?(H*Z, H*BV). If H*map(BV, Z)s is of finite type and map(BV, Z)s
is p-complete, then

k : T^H*Z -» H*map(BV,Z)s

is an isomorphism.
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This will allow us to compute TvH*Borel(n, ÊT).

Proposition 3.2.

H*map(BV,Borel(n,ÊT))=i   0 H*Borel(n, ÊT).
End(K)

Proof The key ingredient is the fact that map(BV, BT) ~ IIEnd(i/)^^ (see>

for example, [D-Z, Theorem 1.1]). The space Borel(7r, ÊT) sits in a fibration

ßr^Borel(7r, ÊT) -* Bn ,

which gives rise to the fibration

map(BV, ÊT) U map(BV ,Borel(n, ÊT)) -» map(BV, Bn).

There is a continuous function

Borel(7t, map(BV, BT)) ^ map(BV, Borel(7r, BT))

which takes (e, g : x —► y) to ~g : x —> (e, y) and fits into a map of fibrations:

map(BV,ÊT)   -y   Borel(n, map(BV, ÊT))    -i Bn

map(BV,ÊT)    -y   map(BV, Borel(n, ÊT))   ->   map(BV, Bn)

One can see that the right vertical map is an equivalence by showing that it is an

isomorphism on homotopy, using the fact that Bn is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane

space. Another easy check shows that the left arrow is actually the identity, so

the center vertical map is an equivalence. Since map(BV, ÊT) ~ I]End(K) ÊT,

and n can be seen to act diagonally on the components, we see that in fact

map(BV,Borel(n,ÊT)) ~ Borel(n, map(BV, ÊT)) ~ Borel(n, ÊT).
End(K)

Corollary 3.3.

TvH*Borel(n,ÊT)^  0 H*Borel(n, ÊT).
End(K)

Proof We must check the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. From Proposition 3.2

we know that H*map(BV, Borel(;r, ÊT)) is of finite type, so we need only

check that Borel(7t, ÊT) and map(BV, Borel(7r, BT)) are p-complete. Each

of these spaces is p-complete for the same reason: it is the total space in a

fibration where the base and fiber are p-complete, and the fundamental group

of the base acts trivially on the mod p cohomology of the fiber [B-K, II, Lemma

5.1].   D

Now let 5" = H*Borel(n, ÊT) and recall the algebra Aw can be obtained

from S by letting W ç GL„(ZP) acton ÊT and taking Aw to be the elements

of Sw of degree greater than one. Because Tv is exact, Tj Aw Q TJSW.

Since Tv commutes with invariants, we can compute TVSW by understand-

ing the action that GL„(ZP) has on TVS through its action on S. Simi-

larly, the GL(V) action on TvAw is a restriction of the GL(V) action on
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TVS. The commutative ladder of Proposition 3.2 says that both of these

actions can be obtained from studying the actions of GL„(ZP) and GL(V)

on map(BV, ÊT) (by acting on ÊT and BV, respectively), and hence on

map(BV, Borel(7t, ÊT)) ~ Borel(7t, map(BV, BT)). Note that the actions of

GL„(ZP) and GL(V) on map(BV, ÊT) commute with each other and with

the action of n.

We return to the fact that

map(BV,ÊT)~   JJ  ÊT,
End(K)

or alternatively, map(BV, BT) ~ End(F) x ÊT. (One can think of End(K)

as indexing the possible maps H*ÊT -> H*BV.) The action of GL(V) simply
permutes the coordinates, and so on cohomology an element g £ GL(V) acts

by
g(f, *) = (fg~l, x)  for (/, x) £ End(F) x WET.

An element h £ GLn(Zp),  on the other hand, acts both by changing the com-

ponent and by twisting: if h denotes the reduction of h mod p,  then

(f,x)h = (h~if,h*x).

Proposition 3.4. Let W ç GLn(Zp) and forany e : WET -> WBV, let We

be the subgroup of W which fixes e. Let W denote the reduction of W mod

p. Then

Tv(WBorel(n, ÊT))W =i        0       (WBorel(n , ÊT))W*.

(e)eW\End{V)

The action of GL(V) on Tv(WBorel(n, ÊT))W is by

g(h,x) = (hg-x,(g-x)*x).

Corollary 3.5.

Tj(WBorel(n , ÊT))W S WBorel(n, ÊT)

where w £W ç GL(V) acts on WBorel(n, ÊT) by the map

(w~x)* : WBorel(n, ÊT) -* W Borel (n , ÊT).

The proofs of Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 are easy calculations using

the formulas above for the action of GLn(Zp) and GL(V) on WBorel(n, ÊT).

Corollary 3.5 uses the fact that the component TjWBorel(n, ÊT) corresponds

to the coset of the identity element of End(F).

Finally, we must extract TJAW from Tv(WBorel(n, ÊT))W.

Proposition 3.6. The inclusion Aw —» (WBorel(n, ÊT))W induces a mapping

TvAw *-» Tv(WBorel(n, ÊT))W which is an isomorphism an all components

except the zero component.

Proof. We first recall that for any algebra K £ 5? with an finite set of alge-

bra indécomposables, the null component of TvK is isomorphic to K [D-W,

Theorem 3.2].   In this case the map  rjK : TvK -» K  which is adjoint to
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K —> WBV ® K by k —> (1, k) is an isomorphism from the null compo-

nent of TvK to K. The kernel of r\x is then isomorphic to the sum of the

non-null components of TvK.

Now consider the following ladder of exact sequences:

0    -»    TvAw    ->    Tv(WBorel(n, ÊT))W    -+    TVI.FP     '-*    0

lAw f/Borel1 1lFD

0    -f      Aw      —      (//*Borel(7T,5r))^      -»      IFP       ->    0.

The result now follows from the observations above, the fact that r]^Fp is an iso-

morphism [Lannes, Proposition 2.2.4], and the fact that Aw and

(WBorel(n, ÊT))W are finitely generated algebras.   D

Corollary 3.7.

TJ(Aw) = WBorel(n, ÊT).

4. Cohomologyof map(BV, Y)f

The goal of this section is to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let Y be a space with WY =" Aw , and let f : WY -+ WBV
be the inclusion of invariants on even dimensions. Then H*map(BV, Y)f =

TJWY.

The proof of Proposition 4.1 is at the end of the section. In the next few

paragraphs we outline the strategy, which is the same as that of [ABN, Section

6].
First note that the isomorphism of Proposition 4.1 is not guaranteed to us by

the usual T-technology [Lannes, Corollary 3.2.2] because TjWY is not zero

in dimension one. Nonetheless, the work of Dror Farjoun and Smith shows

that Tj WY always has a geometric interpretation, even when it does not give

the cohomology of the mapping space. We write P„ Y for the «th Postnikov

section of Y, and /„ for the composite BV —> Y —> P„Y. Farjoun and Smith

[DF-S, Theorem 1.1] show

TJWY S limWmap(BV,P„Y)fri.
n

(To apply their theorem we use the fact that Y is p-complete and nilpotent,

the latter following from simple connectivity of Y.) There is an obvious map

lim/Tmap^F, PnY)fn ^ W limmap(BV, P„Y)fn,

n n

and the content of Proposition 4.1 is that this map is an isomorphism even

though, in general, cohomology is poorly related to inverse limits of spaces.

We proceed by making the spaces map(BV, PnY)f„ total spaces of fibra-

tions whose bases and fibers turn out to be tractable. By Corollary 3.7, we

know TV{WY = E(z) ® Fp[xx, ...,x„] where ßxj = zxj. The class z G

TvfWY = \xm.nWrr\ap(BV, PnY)fn cannot support any Bockstein (all classes

in dimension two support a first order Bockstein), and therefore it must come
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from a sequence of compatible classes z„ g Hxmap(BV, PnY)fn on which

higher and higher order Bocksteins are defined. We can choose compatible

maps map(BV, P„Y)fn —» K(Z/pa(n), 1) with a(n) —y oo as n —» oo, and we

write Fn for the fiber of map(BV, P„Y)fn -* K(Z/pa^ , 1). This gives a map
of towers

{Fn} - {map(£fK, ^T^} - {K(Z/pa^, 1)}

and a fibration at the inverse limit

limF„ -^map(BV, Y)f-*K(n, 1).

(Recall that n = Zp.) It turns out that circumstances are favorable for com-

puting lim„./Y*.F„  and for showing that H*limnF„ = lim„ WF„.  Further,

H*K(n, 1) = lim„ WK(Z/pa("), 1). Our plan is to compare the Serre spectral

sequence for the inverse limit fibration with the direct limit of the Serre spectral

sequences for each n to give W lim„ map(BV, PnY)fn.

Lemma 4.2.  lim„ WF„ = Fp [xx , ..., x„].

Proof. For each n , the fibration

F„ - map(BV, PnY)fn -» K(Z/pa^ , 1)

has a converging Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, since the fundamental

group of the base is a finite p-group [Dwyer]. Hence for each n we have a

spectral sequence

"forH.BZIpaW(Wmap(BV, P„Y)fn, Fp) => WFn.

We would like to take the direct limit over n of these spectral sequences, but

we note that in general the direct limit of spectral sequences need not converge

to the direct limit of the abutments. The two possible problems are ( 1 ) non-

detection: it could be that an element of the direct limit of the abutments

moves into higher and higher filtration as it moves through the direct limit of

spectral sequences, in which case it would not be detected in the direct limit

spectral sequence; and (2) fake cycles: if an element supports longer and longer

differentials as it goes through the direct limit, it will be an infinite cycle in the

direct limit spectral sequence even though it does not represent a class in the

abutment at any finite stage. In the case of the cohomology Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence, however, neither of these things can happen. The filtration

giving rise to the spectral sequence is

... b F_2 D F_, D Fo

and the differentials raise filtration, so any given spot in the spectral sequence

can only support differentials of fixed length. Further, a class can only move up

in filtration a finite number of times as it goes through the direct limit, taking

care of the non-detection problem.
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Hence we can pass to the direct limit over n and obtain a converging direct

limit spectral sequence

Tor£(z) (E(z) ® Fp [xi, x2, ..., x„] , Fp ) =*> lim WFn.

n

The direct limit spectral sequence collapses and we find

lim H*F„=i Fp[xx,x2, ...,x„].—y

D

Lemma 4.3.  W lim„ F„ Si lim„ WF„.

Lemma 4.3 follows from the following lemma of Lannes [Lannes, Lemme

3.2.3], for which we recall some definitions. A tower of groups {Gn} is protrivial

if for each n there exists a k such that G„+¿. —► G„ is the zero map. A map

between towers of groups is a proisomorphism if the towers of kernels and

cokernels are protrivial, and a tower is proconstant if it is proisomorphic to a

constant tower.

Lemma 4.4. Let {Zn} be a tower offibrations of pointed spaces and let Z^ be

the inverse limit of the tower. We make the following hypotheses:

(1) The tower {HoZn} is protrivial.

(2) The tower of groups {nxZn} is proisomorphic to a finite p-group P.

(3) The tower of Fp -vector spaces {H¡Zn} is proconstant for i > 2.

Then the map HjZ^ —► {//,Z„} is a proisomorphism for each i and the map

nxZoo —y{nxZn} induces an isomorphism nxZCK> = P.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. We verify that the conditions of Lemma 4.4 are met in the

case of the tower {F„}. We have to convert our information about cohomol-

ogy into information about homology, for which we need to prove finiteness.

However, having established that, we will use the fact that if {Gn} is a tower

of finite groups, then

(1) lim„ G„ = 0 => {Gn} is protrivial.
1—

(2) lim„ G„ finite =>• {G„} is proconstant.

We first show that HiF„ is finite. Our p-complete space Y with WY' = Aw

has homotopy groups which are finite p-groups, by the same argument as that

of Proposition 2.3, which depends only on cohomology. An inductive argument

shows that n,map(BV, P„Y)fn is a finite p-group for all i and n, and therefore

n¡F„ is also a finite p-group by the long exact sequence in homotopy for the

fibration

F„ - map(BV, PnY)fn -» K(Z/pa^, 1).

Therefore Fn is p-complete, nilpotent, and WFn is of finite type. Now we

check the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4, using the fact that H*Fn is finite and dual

to WFn .

(1) lim„ H Fn — 0 => lim„ HoF„ = 0 => {HoFn} is protrivial.

(2) We claim that the tower {nxF„} is actually protrivial. First, lim„ HXF„ =

0 => lim„ HxFn = 0 and the tower {HxFn} is protrivial. Therefore for
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each n there exists N such that the image of the map nxFn+^ —> nxFn

is contained in the commutator subgroup of nxFn. However, nxFn is a

finite p-group and must be nilpotent. An inductive argument then shows

that for some N', the map nxFn+Ni —y nxFn is actually zero.

(3)  lim„ H'F„ is finite, so lim„ H¡F„ is finite and {H¡F„} is proconstant.

Therefore Lemma 4.4 applies to give us W lim„ Fn = lim„ WF„, and dually,

the conclusion of Lemma 4.3.   □

Hence we know that W lim„ Fn = Fp [xx, x2, ..., x„], and we would like to

conclude that lim„ Fn ~ ÊT. There is certainly a map lim„ F„ —y ÊT which is

a mod p homology isomorphism. To know that this map is a homotopy equiv-

alence, it is then sufficient to know that both spaces are H Fp -local, which is

certainly true for ÊT. In the case of lim„ Fn , note that since Y is p-complete,

it is H Fp -local, and hence map(BV, Y)f, being the homotopy (inverse) limit

of local spaces, is again local. Then lim„ Fn is the homotopy fiber of a map be-

tween the local spaces map(BV, Y)f and K(n, 1) and is local also, finishing

the proof that lim„ Fn~ ÊT. Thus the inverse limit fibration of
"—

{Fn} -» {map(BV, PnY)fn} - {K{Z/pa™, 1)}

is a fibration

ÊT ~* map(BV, Y)f -r» Bn.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. We compare Serre spectral sequences using the maps
of fibrations

BT   -y      map(BV,Y)f      -> Bn

Fn —   map(BV,PnY)fn —   BZ/p^

We must use local coefficients, since the actions of the fundamental groups of

the bases on the cohomology of the fibers are not known to be trivial. We obtain

compatible maps of spectral sequences

E2 = W(Z/paW;JT*Fn)    =>    Wmap(BV ,PnY)fn

1
E2 = W(n;^*ÊT)        =>     Wmap(BV, Y)f.

As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we can pass to the direct limit to obtain a map

of spectral sequences

\imnW(Zlpa^;ßr*Fn)    =>    lim„ Wmap(BV, P„Y)— n V    If ni —^n rv n    i

W(n;ßT*ET) =>        Wmap(BV, Y)f.
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This map of spectral sequences is an isomorphism on E2 terms by Lemma 4.5

below, because WET = lim„ WFn , and therefore

Wmap(BV ,Y)f   S    lim„ Wmap(BV, PnY)

=    TYWY

=    E(z)® Fp[xx , x2, ...xn]

and the proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete,   d

Lemma 4.5. Let Mn be a modp vector space which is a module over Z[Z/pn]

and suppose given maps Mn —» Mn+X which are Z/'pn+x -equivariant. IflimMn

is a finite vector space, then

W(ZP ; limMn) S limW(Z/pn ; Mn).

Proof. By direct computation with [Brown, p. 58], one can show that if M is

a Z[Z/p"]-module which is all p-torsion, then

lim W(ZIpn+i ;M)^W(Z; M).
—y
i

Hence using the fact that W(Z ; lim M„) = lim (Z ; M„), under the hypotheses

of the lemma we have

W(Z ; lim M,) =■ limW(Z/p" ; M„).

On the other hand, by considering the Serre spectral sequence for Z —> Zp —>

Zp/Z , we can see that if lim Mn is a finite mod p vector space, then

W(Z ; lim M„) S //*(ZP ; lim Mn),

the point being that the uniquely p-divisible group ZpjZ must have trivial

action on the finite vector space W(Z ; lim M„), and H'(ZP/Z ; Z/p) = 0 for

l>0.    D

5. Homotopy type of map(BV, Y)f

In the previous section we showed that map(BV, Y)f lies in a fibration

ÊT -> map(BV, Y)f^Bn.

In this section we identify the homotopy type of map(BV, Y)f. We first note

that such fibrations are classified by

( 1 ) An action of n on Z^ , and

(2) An element of H\n;Znp).

Since the cohomology group is zero, map(BV, Y)f is determined by the action

of ^ on Zp" , which we calculate in this section.

Proposition 5.1. If Y is p-complete with WY = Aw where W is an irre-

ducible finite pseudoreflection group of order prime to p, then map(BV, Y)f ~

Borel(7t, ÊT).
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Remark. It is easy to see from the Serre spectral sequence (with twisted coeffi-

cients) for the fibration

ÊT^map(BV, Y)f -> Bn

that the action of n on H*ÊT must be trivial—otherwise the .E^-term would

be too small to give H*map(BV, Y)f = E(z) ® Fp [xx, ..., x„], as computed

in the previous section. However, we note in passing that cohomology is NOT

sufficient to determine the homotopy type of the space map(BV, Y)f.

Our strategy to prove Proposition 5.1 is to show that the action of W on

map(BV, Y)f can be made to give an action of W on Z^ which commutes

with the action of n = nxmap(BV, Y)f on Zp" = n2map(BV, Y)f . If we then

assume that W is an irreducible representation, a variation of Schur's Lemma

tells us that n must act by multiplication by scalars. Just what the scalars are

is detected by the action of the Bockstein in Wmap(BV, Y)f.

The action of W on map(BV, Y)f does not automatically give an action

of W on n2map(BV, Y)f = Z£ because of basepoint problems. Instead,

we consider the Borel construction for the action of W on map(BV, Y)f

and show that its fundamental group, which is an extension of W by n, is

actually a direct product. This provides commuting actions of W and n on

n2Borel(W, map(BV, Y)f) s n2map(BV, Y)f * Z" .

Proposition 5.2.

nxBorel(W,map(BV, Y)f) s W x n.

Proof. The long exact homotopy sequence for the fibration

ÊT^map(BV, Y)f ^ Bn

gives nxmap(BV, Y)f = n. Therefore nxBorel(W, map(BV, Y)f) is an ex-

tension

(*) 0 —► n -* nx —y W —y 1.

Such an extension is determined by an action of W on n and an element

of H2(W; n). Because \W\ is prime to p, we have H*(W;n) = 0. Hence

the extension is a semi-direct product, and is completely specified by a homo-

morphism W —y Aut(7t) = Z/(p - 1) x Zp. Since W is torsion, its image is

contained in Z/(p - 1).
We will show that the homomorphism W —» Aut(7t) is actually trivial. We

know nxmap(BV, Y)f =" Hx(map(BV, Y)f;Z)=+n, and the action of W on

n in the extension (*) is the same as the action of the fundamental group of

the base on the one-dimensional homology of the fiber in the fibration

map(BV, Y)f -* Borel(If, map(BV, Y)f) -» BW.

However, the action of W on Hx(map(BV, Y)f\ Fp) is trivial, by Corol-
lary 3.5 and Proposition 3.6. Since any nontrivial action of a finite group on

n would still be detected after reduction to Z/p , the action of W on n must

actually be trivial. Therefore the extension (*) is a semi-direct product with

trivial action, i.e.  nxBorel(W, map(BV, Y)f) = W xn.    D
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. We know that the homotopy type of map(BV, Y)f is

determined by the action of the fundamental group, n , on n2map(BV, Y)f =

Z£ : any such action corresponds to a unique space (up to homotopy), namely

the Borel construction for the associated action of n on BT. Hence to compute

the homotopy type of map(BV, Y)f, we need only determine the action of nx

on n2.

To analyze the action of n on Zp , consider the fibration

map(ßV, Y)f -rt Borel(W, map(BV, Y)f) - BW.

Inclusion of the fiber gives a monomorphism n —» W x n on the fundamental

group, and an isomorphism on n2, so the action of n ç nx on n2 = Zg is

the same in the fiber and total space. On the other hand, in the total space, we

have an action of W x n on Z£ , that is, we have commuting actions of W

and n on Zp . Now the representation of W on Zp is, up to conjugacy, the

natural one given by the fact that IF is a subgroup of GLn(Zp), for that is

certainly what it is on homology (see Corollary 3.5) and by [DMW, Theorem

1.5], a pseudoreflection group of order prime to p in GLn( Fp ) lifts uniquely

up to conjugacy to a subgroup of GLn(Zp).

However, by assumption we have an irreducible representation of W. If we

were studying representations over complex numbers, Schur's Lemma would

say that the action of n had to be multiplication by scalars. We imitate the

proof of Schur's Lemma in the p-adic context. Tensoring Zp with the rationals

gives us a representation of W xZp over Qp . The only endomorphisms of this

representation of W are either automorphisms or zero, since the representation

is irreducible. Hence the action of an element z g n on Q"p is either zero or an

automorphism. By assumption, W is a pseudoreflection group, so W contains

at least one pseudoreflection, which has a one-dimensional eigenspace in (Qp)".

Since the action of z g Zp must stabilize this eigenspace, z must act there

by multiplication by a scalar, say by multiplication by c £ Qp. But then z - c

is an endomorphism of the representation of W and has a nontrivial kernel,

implying z - c must be zero. Therefore z acts by multiplication by c on all of

(Qp)". Further, since the action of z must preserve (Zp)n C (Qp)n , we must

have c £ Zp .
Therefore the action of n on Z^ is given by multiplication by scalars, that

is, by a homomorphism n -» GL„(ZP) whose image is multiples of the iden-

tity matrix. We can also think of this homomorphism as a map n —> Zp whose

image lies in the p-adic units. Two such homomorphisms /, g will give homo-

topy equivalent Borel constructions Borel(7t, ÊT) if there is an automorphism

a of n with / = g o a . This will happen if the highest powers of p divid-

ing 1-/(1) and 1 - g(l) are the same. Thus up to equivalence of the Borel

construction, there is one action of n for each positive integer, say by multi-

plication by I + pk. However, a computation with the Serre spectral sequence

with twisted coefficients shows that the Borel construction for multiplication by

1 + pk has a kth order Bockstein on H2(Borel(n, ÊT) ; Fp ). Hence the fact

that elements of H2map(BV, Y)f support a first order Bockstein implies that

map(BV, Y)f ~ Borel(7f, ÊT) where n acts by multiplication by 1 + p i.e.

by the usual action of n c GLX(ZP) on Zp .   □
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let F be a p-complete space with WY = Aw and let V

be an elementary abelian p-group with rank equal to the number of polymonial

generators of Aw■ Let / : Aw -» WBV be the map which is inclusion

of invariants on even dimensions (and zero on odd ones) and also the function

BV -> Y which realizes it. By Proposition 5.1, map(BV, Y)f ~ Borel(7r, ÊT),

where n acts on ÊT ~ K(Z^, 2) diagonally by multiplication by 1 +p . There

is a continuous function

map(BV, Y)f^ Y

by basepoint evaluation, and this map is equivariant with respect to the action

of the group W ç GL„(ZP) where the action on Y is trivial and the action of

W on map(BV, Y)f is through reduction of W to GL(V). (This is because

the basepoint of BV is fixed by the action of W on BV.) This gives us an

extension over the Borel construction

Bore^W7, map(BV, Y)f) -> Y,

and it is easy to see from Corollary 3.7 that this last map is an isomorphism on

cohomology in dimensions greater than one. Further,

Borel(W, map(£VtY)f)st Borel(W x n, ÊT),

so what we really have is a map

Borel(H/x7r,.Sr)^ Y

which is a cohomology isomorphism in dimensions greater than one.

As in the construction of Xw in Section 2, let g : Sx —y BorelíW7 x n, ÊT)

represent the element id x 1 g nxBorel(W x n, ÊT) = W x Zp and let Cw be

the cofiber of g . The composite

Sx ^Borel(W xn,ÊT)^ Y

is null, because Y is simply connected (p-complete with W — 0), and this

gives an extension of g over the cofiber, i.e. a map Cw -* Y which is a

cohomology isomorphism. But now notice that Y, being p-complete, must be

the p-completion of Cw , i.e.   Y ~ Xw as we set out to prove.   D
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